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RF Remote Control
LeisureLUX is supplied complete with a radio remote control for convenient operation and dimming. 

Out of the box, LeisureLUX is in free paired mode which means it will communicate with any unpaired remote control within range. 

There may be occasions when this mode may cause odd switching especially if your neighbours have the same equipment. The 
answer is to pair an individual LeisureLUX to a speci  c remote control. 

To do this power down the LeisureLUX for more than 5 seconds. Switch it on again and hold the 100% button down within 5 seconds. 
Hold down the button for 2 seconds after which time the LeisureLUX will only recognise the  paired remote.    

To return to the free paired mode repeat the steps above but hold down the 60% button. This will cancel the pairing and LeisureLUX 
will repond to any remote control. 

Fixing Options

12v LeisureLUX 
lighting unit

Contents

12v Mains 
adaptor

2 x Velcro  
Straps

12v 
Connector

2 x Suction cup 
cable tidies

 2 x Awning hanger 
 xing brackets

Use the two knurled  nger nuts on the back of the LeisureLUX lighting unit to attachd the di  erent   xing options.

Awning Rail Fixing

Pole Fixing 

Take the velcro straps and carabinas to create a strap that will attach to the 
factory  tted  P-clips  on the lighting unit. The velcro loops may now be used to 
wrap around framing poles or attached to another carabina to suit the supporting 
structure.  

Finger Nuts with P-clips  tted.

The LeisureLUX Outdoor requires a 12volt DC power supply. 
A 12volt connector is supplied to connect to an automotive 12v outlet.
A 3 pin 12v mains adaptor is  supplied  to connect to a 240v 50Hz supply. 
These connect to the power inlet in the end of the LeisureLux lighting unit.
Cables can be tidied using the two suction cups to help route the cables. 

LeisureLux is easily mounted onto awning rails using the special awning rail brackets 
supplied. The brackets are rotated to suit various rails then slid into the awning rail.

Where the rail is 
vertical the bracket 
is used in the 
vertical position as 
shown

Where the rail is at 
45  the bracket is 
used in the angled 
position as shown

2 x P-clips (  tted to 
lighting unit).

4 x Carabina 
clips

Awning rail tang Awning rail tang

LeisureLux power inlet

A storeage bag is also included

If the power supply or any cables become 
damaged, they shall be exclusively replaced 
by the manufacturer or his service agent or 
a similar quali  ed person in order to avoid a 
hazard. 

The light source contained in this luminaire shall only be replaced by the manufacturer or his service agent or a similar quali  ed person.
Always maintain basic insulation between low voltage supply and control conductors. 

Please Note:  


